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strain field is manifested in fibers and collagen which are both piez
tric. so that an electrostatic field is produced with specific orientatio
polarity. This electrostatic field, with its associated microcurrents, c
ion and colloid redistribution in the local body fluids to specifIC loc
where agglomeration and gelation set in. These new semisolid stru
age and calcify, eventually forming the microstructures making up tr
lae. One can readily imagine the more subtle stresses of an emotio
mental nature setting the foregoing chain of sequences in motion.
Equation 2 has an obvious defect in that it overlooks mental e
Under hypnosis, the human body has exhibited truly remarkable f
strength and endurance attesting to an unconscious mind/ structur
In aikido, Zen, and yoga disciplines, we see a conscious link betwe
mind and both structure and function. Recent studies in the area
feedback techniques show that directed mind cannot only control v
autonomic body functions such as skin temperature and pain. but ca
repair the body. Finally, on another front, modern psychotherap
shown that certain chemical treatments influence mental states, an
certain mental treatments influence chemical states. The point
"mental fields" are additional contributions that should ~ placed
right side of the reaction chain given in Equation 2. Other fields. n
clearly discriminated, also appear to play a part in this reaction cha
us label them all under the heading "subtle energy fields" and r
Equation 2 as:
Equation 3.
FUNCTION ..

.. STRUCTURE ..

Sumu: ENERGY FIElDS ..

..

.

... CHEMISTRY

~a:;rc

Equation 3 is a reasonable representation for a living organism,
or a membrane. Each item in the reaction chain maintains its cond
of homeostasis via immediate support from the item on its right. T
velopment of serious imbalance in any particular item in the chain
in time. to obvious disruption of homeostasis for the item to the left.
to develop an early warning system concerning the chemical home
of a biological system. a device must becreated that monitors the ele
nature of the biological system. In order to gain information conc
IlIlHlt' dl~rI!pllol1" of of the bioelectric system. the subtle energy fi

----------------------------------------------------------------future disruptions of the bioelectric system,
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Both theoretical structure and an experimental laboratory for stu
ing subtle energies are essential ingredients for the generation of a corr
scientific foundation for homeopathy. Apostulation concerning the form
allows a testing via the latter. so that a bootstrap process can be invoked
inch our way towards the desired goal. Because of this, Equation 3 must
altered to the following form:
Equation 4.
POSITIVE SPACE/nME _
STRUCI1JRE


U

PtriSICAL _
CHEMISTRY 

FUNcnoN

t,

NEGAnVE SPACE/nME _
STRUCTURE


F.I..ECTROMAGNE
ENERGY flEWS

~

SUB11.E-ENERGY

EmERle _
CHEMISTRY -

~

MAGNEroELECTRIC
ENERGY f1ELDS

Allopathic medicine follows the upper path between the subtle ener
fields and the functioning state of the human. while homeopathic me
cine follows the lower path between these two domains. In essence, discri
inating between the subtle energies of Equation 3 leads to the seri
parallel circuit of Equation 4. wherein two different levels of chemistry a
energy operate in two diHerent space/time frames.
This book by Richard Gerber. M.D., is an attempt to present a conc
tual bridge between current allopathic medicine and future subtle-ener
medicine. It is a broad-ranging book that tries to set a qualitative and som
what speculative perspective. One does not need to agree with all the
tails given in this book to appreciate its overall synthesis. It is this ove
synthesis of information. and this grand perspective. that Dr. Gerber ho
readers will take away with them.
I liked the book. have enjoyed reading it and think that it is a tim
contribution. I do not agree with all of it but, in the mai . it is consist
with my personal view of the bottom line, which is:
We are aU elements of spirit. indestructible and eternal, and mu
plexed in the divine. \\\! contain a unique mechanism of perception wh
is mind. In my theoretical modeling. mind consists of three levels-the
stinctive. the intellectual, and the spiritual-and mind is postulated
function in a six-di~ional space lattice.
This mind creates a vehicle for experience (a universe, a wOrld
body) and each person. as a spiritual being plus perception mechanis
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'The human body is made up of eIedronic vibrations. with each
atom and element of the body. each orpn and ol1anism. having its
electronic unit of vibration necessary for the sustenance of. and equi
librium in, that particular ol'Janism. Each unit, then, being a cell or
a unit of life in itself has the capacity of reproducing itself by the first
law as is known of reproduction-division. When a fon:e in any OIlfCln
or element of the body becomes deficient in its ability 10 rqROduce
thai equilibrium necessary for the sustenance ofphysicalexistence
and its reproduction, that portion becomes deficient in electronic
enef'8Y, This may come by injul)' or by disease, received by external
forces. It may come from internal forces through lack of eliminations
produced in the system or by other agencies to meet its requirements

in the body:'

- Edgar Cayce (1928)

from There Is A River by Thomas Sugrue
(italics added)
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